NOTES:
1. (a) Electrical switchboards shall wherever possible be located adjacent to the property boundary, with the door facing the roadway.
(b) Electrical switchboards shall wherever possible be located outside the clear zone (refer RPM Chapter 9), where site constraints require that electrical switchboards are situated within the clear zone. An assessment is required to determine whether protection (i.e., by barrier barriers) is required.
2. Attach a permanent label to the main earthing conductor at the connection to the earth electrode stating: "WARNING: MAIN ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT CONDUCTOR - DO NOT DISCONNECT!
3. Ensure there are no underground services in vicinity prior to installing earth electrode.
4. The earth electrode must be driven no less than 1300mm vertically into the ground, leaving a minimum 150mm exposed length of electrode at the base of the pit.
5. In difficult soils, dig out the appropriate F3 pit size. Drive a 75mm hole vertically to 1300mm, install the earth electrode in the center of the hole, fill the auger hole with 150 mm level and install the pit over the earth electrode.
6. Only one earth electrode connected to main earth conductor permitted in one earth pit.
7. The Switchboard enclosure, photovoltaic switch and electrical component details shall comply with WRTS25.1 and WRTS25.2.
8. Approximately a 20mm length of locker end must be screwed into the switchboard post earthing pin.
9. Attach a permanent label in the switchboard stating "EARTH ELECTRICAL IN ADJACENT EARTH PIT.
10. Dimensions are in millimeters unless otherwise stated.
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A INSTALLATION OF CONDUCTS AND FITS IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE LICENSED ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR
COMPLETE SWITCHBOARD INSTALLATION SHALL NOT BE LOCATED CLOSER THAN 1.5M TO AN MV POLE WITH A TRANSFORMER MOUNTED ON IT.
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